Research Associate/Scientist

Posting Details

Job Code Information

Job Code/Description Other Academic (000001)

Visible to Candidates

Title Research Associate/Scientist

School Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health

Department/Area Center for Biostatistics in AIDS Research

Position Description

The Department of Biostatistics at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health has an immediate opening in CBAR for a Ph.D.-level Research Associate or Research Scientist statistician to work in the AIDS Clinical Trials Group (ACTG) and other infectious diseases projects. The ACTG is a very large NIH-funded collaborative clinical trials network with an international research agenda focused on the treatment and cure of HIV infection and associated co-morbidities, particularly end organ diseases, tuberculosis and viral hepatitis. Successful applicant will join over 100 statisticians, epidemiologists and research staff collaborating on the design, monitoring, analysis and reporting of Phase I through Phase IV clinical trials, diagnostic studies and observational studies. Applicants should have the potential to take a leadership role in the ACTG and the ability to: work as part of collaborative teams in designing, conducting and reporting results from clinical trials and observational studies; provide the statistical expertise for and lead the statistical work on studies including mentoring and supervising other staff; and develop a self-initiated research agenda related to their HIV and infectious diseases research projects. The position may include statistical methods research for someone with an appropriate background. This position provides an opportunity to be a leader in a new generation of statistician-trialists. This is a term appointment, renewable upon mutual consent.

Basic Qualifications

Doctoral degree in biostatistics or related field. Research Associate position is available for new doctoral graduates. Research Scientist appointment requires at least two years clinical trials or related applied experience beyond doctorate. Applicants should demonstrate evidence of the ability to conduct collaborative and methodological research and work independently in the design, conduct, monitoring and analysis of trial and observational studies. Applicants should also demonstrate strong quantitative and communication skills and have interest in assuming a leadership role. Experience with multi-center clinical trials a plus.

Additional Qualifications

Special Instructions

Please send CV, as well as your cover letter, transcripts and names of three references to Rachel Sotak at rsotak@sdac.harvard.edu
Special Instructions Call Out

Contact Information
Rachel Sotak, Hiring Coordinator
CBAR
Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health
651 Huntington Avenue, SPH2 439
Boston, MA 02115

Contact Email
rsotak@sdac.harvard.edu

Equal Opportunity Employer
We are an equal opportunity employer and all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability status, protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by law.

Position Details

Type
Open Search

Time Status
Full-time

Number of Appointments
1

Posting Date
05/06/2015

Close/Remove from Web Date

Expected Start Date

PeopleSoft Department
SPH^Center for Biostatistics in AIDS Research (100547)

Default Removed from Consideration
Dear {Title} {First_name} {Last_name}:

The search committee for the {Job_Posting_Title} position, {School} has reviewed applications and has chosen a short list of candidates for further consideration. I regret that your candidacy will not be advanced to the final round of consideration. We received applications from a number of exceptionally well-qualified applicants, and we have been obliged to make difficult choices among very attractive applications. We are grateful for your interest in this position, and I am sorry that your application could not be among those we are pursuing further.

On behalf of all the search committee members, I want to thank you for your application and wish you the very best in your continuing academic work.

Sincerely,

Search Administrator, {Job_Posting_Title}
Posting Number          F00858
Quicklink for Posting   http://academicpositions.harvard.edu/postings/6190

Reference Request Requirements

MINIMUM Number of References
MAXIMUM Number of References

Directions Please include the reference letter due date (or if an exact date cannot yet be determined, you may want to request that the letter be sent within two weeks of receiving this email). Please also include any guidance for reference writers regarding the focus of their letter based on the needs of the position. This text (letter due dates and guidance) will be included in the reference request email. Please see Letter Template below to view where in the letter this will be inserted.

Instructions for Reference Providers

Reference Submission Deadline
Click here to see Letter Template Letter Template
Search Committee Chair Name
Search Committee Chair Title

Supplemental Questions

Required fields are indicated with an asterisk (*).

Applicant Documents

Required Documents
1. Curriculum Vitae
2. Cover Letter
3. Transcript

Optional Documents
None

Search Documents

No documents have been attached.

Search Committee
No Search Committee Members have been assigned to this Posting yet.

Ranking Criteria